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Summary
1. Understanding the population dynamics of top-predators is essential to assess their impact
on ecosystems and to guide their management. Key to this understanding is identifying the
mechanisms regulating vital rates.
2. Determining the influence of density on survival is necessary to understand the extent to
which human-caused mortality is compensatory or additive. In wolves (Canis lupus), empirical
evidence for density-dependent survival is lacking. Dispersal is considered the principal way
in which wolves adjust their numbers to prey supply or compensate for human exploitation.
However, studies to date have primarily focused on exploited wolf populations, in which density-dependent mechanisms are likely weak due to artificially low wolf densities.
3. Using 13 years of data on 280 collared wolves in Yellowstone National Park, we assessed
the effect of wolf density, prey abundance and population structure, as well as winter severity,
on age-specific survival in two areas (prey-rich vs. prey-poor) of the national park. We further
analysed cause-specific mortality and explored the factors driving intraspecific aggression in
the prey-rich northern area of the park.
4. Overall, survival rates decreased during the study. In northern Yellowstone, density dependence regulated adult survival through an increase in intraspecific aggression, independent of
prey availability. In the interior of the park, adult survival was less variable and density-independent, despite reduced prey availability. There was no effect of prey population structure in
northern Yellowstone, or of winter severity in either area. Survival was similar among yearlings and adults, but lower for adults older than 6 years.
5. Our results indicate that density-dependent intraspecific aggression is a major driver of
adult wolf survival in northern Yellowstone, suggesting intrinsic density-dependent mechanisms have the potential to regulate wolf populations at high ungulate densities. When low
prey availability or high removal rates maintain wolves at lower densities, limited inter-pack
interactions may prevent density-dependent survival, consistent with our findings in the interior of the park.
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Introduction
Large carnivores are colonizing areas from which they
have been extirpated for several decades, generating conflicts with humans through predation on game and
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domestic species (Treves & Karanth 2003; Woodroffe,
Thirgood & Rabinowitz 2005). In this context, obtaining
accurate estimates of vital rates – survival, reproduction
and dispersal – and identifying the sources of variation in
these parameters is essential to predict the impact of toppredators on their ecosystem, and to provide adequate
management recommendations to address public concerns, while maintaining population viability. In the last
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decade, Gray wolf (Canis lupus) conservation status in
Europe and the contiguous United States (US) has changed from total protection to partial protection or harvested (European Commission Environment 1992; US
Fish & Wildlife Service 2009). The extent to which
anthropogenic and natural mortality are compensatory in
wolves is currently debated (Adams et al. 2008; Creel &
Rotella 2010; Murray et al. 2010; Gude et al. 2012), and
the mechanisms that influence wolf vital rates (aside from
anthropogenic mortality) remain unclear.
Several authors have argued that the ultimate limit to
wolf density is that imposed by food, i.e. prey abundance
and their vulnerability to predation (Packard & Mech
1980; Keith 1983; Peterson & Page 1988; Fuller, Mech &
Cochrane 2003). Indeed, long-term data from Isle Royale
National Park show that wolf population growth depends
mainly on the number and age structure of the prey population, although density dependence, winter severity and
stochastic events like disease outbreaks also play important roles (Peterson & Page 1988; Peterson et al. 1998;
Vucetich & Peterson 2004). The influence of winter severity is manifested through changes in prey vulnerability
and kill rate, whereas density dependence is likely due to
decreasing per capita food availability (Post et al. 1999;
Vucetich & Peterson 2004). Density-dependent food availability also influences dispersal, which is considered the
principle means by which wolves adjust their numbers to
food supply and compensate for human-caused mortality
(Fuller 1989; Hayes & Harestad 2000; Fuller, Mech &
Cochrane 2003; Adams et al. 2008).
Other authors have suggested that intraspecific competition related to territoriality may regulate wolf density
below that predicted by food availability (Stenlund 1955;
Pimlott 1967, 1970). Cariappa et al.’s (2011) analysis of
28 wolf populations revealed an asymptotic relationship
between wolf and prey densities, suggesting that densitydependent mechanisms unrelated to food impose an
upper bound of 69 wolves 1000 km2. However, empirical
evidence of such mechanisms is lacking.
If wolves are limited solely by food availability, we do
not expect density-dependent survival rates at high ungulate densities (i.e. when food is not a limiting factor). On
the contrary, if social aggression regulates wolf numbers
at high ungulate densities, we expect (i) density-dependent
survival rates, (ii) social aggression to be the main cause
of mortality and (iii) the occurrence of social aggression
to increase with wolf density, independently of food availability. Although the demography of wolves is well-studied (e.g. Fuller 1989; Hayes & Harestad 2000; Fuller,
Mech & Cochrane 2003; Vucetich & Peterson 2004;
Adams et al. 2008; Murray et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2010),
research has yet to demonstrate a negative effect of density on wolf survival or quantify the relationship between
wolf social aggression, density and food availability.
Here, we analyse the influence of environmental conditions on the survival of wolves in Yellowstone National
Park (YNP) between 1998 and 2010. The gray wolf was

reintroduced to YNP with the release of 41 individuals in
1995 and 1996 (Smith 2005) and minimum numbers
within the park have ranged between 72 and 174 wolves
since (Smith et al. 2013). The northern portion of YNP,
also referred to as the Northern Range (NR; 995 km2;
~10% of the park), supports a higher density of wolves
than do the central and southern portions of the park,
known as the Interior (7991 km2; 20–99 wolves 1000 km2
vs. 2–11 wolves 1000 km2; Smith & Bangs 2009). Wolves
in both areas prey mainly on elk (Cervus elaphus) (Smith
et al. 2004; Metz et al. 2012) and although the NR elk
herd has decreased from ~16 000 in 1995 to ~6000 elk in
2010, elk densities in the NR (61–146 elk km2) far
exceeded prey densities in most other studied wolf-prey
systems (reviewed by Fuller, Mech & Cochrane 2003).
Low elevations (1500–2000 m) in the NR provide tolerable winter conditions for elk such that elk availability in
the area is relatively high all year round (Houston 1982).
In the Interior, higher elevations (>2000 m) and higher
snowfall push most elk out of the area in winter, leading
some wolves to occasionally prey on non-migratory bison
(Smith et al. 2000; Becker et al. 2008), which are three
times more difficult to kill than are elk (Smith et al.
2000). We treat the NR and the Interior as different study
areas to account for their ecological and physiographic
differences.
Using 13 years of data on 280 collared YNP wolves,
we estimated temporal and spatial variation in age- and
sex-dependent survival rates, while accounting for imperfect knowledge of the fate of each individual. In addition,
we assessed the effect of wolf density, prey abundance
and population structure, as well as winter severity, on
variation in age-specific survival rates in the NR and the
Interior. We also analysed cause-specific mortality of 155
wolves recovered dead in YNP and explored the factors
driving intraspecific aggression in the NR.

Materials and methods
wolf life history data
The study area, wolf reintroduction and field methods used to
monitor the wolf population are described in previous publications (see for example Smith 2005), so details are not provided
here.

Survival data, age and sex
Life history data used to estimate survival were obtained through
monitoring of 280 radio-collared wolves in YNP between 1998
and 2010. Wolves included in this study were either members of
the original reintroduced population or their descendants. In each
year after the reintroduction, c. 30–50% of the pups born were
captured and radio-marked between November and February, so
age and sex were known for each individual (MacNulty et al.
2009). As infant mortality in wolves tends to occur in the first
6 month of life (Fuller, Mech & Cochrane 2003) prior to when
we radio-collared wolves (9 month of life), we do not report pup
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survival. For wolves of 1 year and older, we estimated annual
survival rates from the beginning of April in year t to beginning
of April in year t + 1.

Wolf density
At least one individual from each pack was marked with a radiocollar, allowing packs to be tracked at least bi-weekly from aircraft. For 30 days in early (mid-November to mid-December)
and late (March) winter wolf packs were also intensively monitored from the ground. We used the number of wolves per
1000 km2 in the NR and the Interior in spring (1st of April) of
year t – before reproduction, including adults and 11-month-old
pups from the previous year – and in early winter (31st of
December) of the same year – including adults and the surviving
pups (8 months old) of the year – to assess the effect of wolf density on annual survival from year t to t + 1.

et al. 2007). We tested for the effect of elk abundance, proportion
of calves and old females measured in winter of year t, on wolf
survival from April of year t to April in year t + 1. We only
tested for the effect of prey availability on wolf survival in the
NR because in winter most elk migrate from the Interior to lower
elevation wintering areas in the NR and outside YNP.

winter severity index
Winter weather can affect wolf populations via increased prey
vulnerability and kill rate (Post et al. 1999; Vucetich, Smith &
Stahler 2005). To explore potential effects of climate on wolf survival, we used maximum annual snow water equivalent (i.e. water
content of the snow; hereafter SWE) as an index of winter severity (Vucetich, Smith & Stahler 2005; MacNulty et al. 2009). This
index was estimated from snow depth, precipitation and temperature at a climatological station in the NR (Mammoth).

Cause-specific mortality

capture–recapture survival analysis

All radiocollars included a mortality switch that allowed us to
determine the time and cause of death when possible (see Murray
et al. 2010 for details about the protocols). Between 1998 and
2010, we determined cause of death for 155 wolves (not all of
them were radio-collared) that died inside YNP. Death was classified as human caused (including incidents with vehicles and four
control actions), or natural (intra- or interspecific conflicts, malnutrition, disease or unknown causes of natural mortality) or
unknown causes.

We analysed 280 individual capture–recapture (CR) histories to
estimate local annual survival probabilities between 1998 and
2010 using multi-state population models (Lebreton et al. 2009)
implemented in program E-SURGE (Choquet & Nogue 2010). CR
methods are useful when the fates of radio-collared individuals
are not always known (Devineau et al. 2010), which was the case
in our study. As detection probability was high, our survival estimates were similar to previous estimates for YNP wolves based
on hazard models (MacNulty et al. 2009; Smith et al. 2010). The
CR framework allowed us to analyse survival in the two study
areas in a single model including multiple-states and events,
allowing movement between areas. We classified wolves as: alive
inside the NR of YNP, alive inside the Interior area of YNP, dispersed outside YNP, found dead or missing (unknown fate).
We performed goodness-of-fit tests starting from a general
Cormack–Jolly–Seber (CJS) model allowing survival and detection probabilities to vary with time (Lebreton et al. 1992) using
program U-CARE (Choquet et al. 2009). We detected a lack of fit
due to ‘transience’ and ‘trap-shyness’ effects (Pradel et al. 1997).
The ‘trap-shyness’ effect was not significant once we accounted
for the presence of transient individuals. To account for the ‘transient’ effect, we censored individuals that dispersed outside of the
park – assuming they were still alive during the year of dispersal
– from the likelihood and considered a two age-class structure
for survival (Pradel et al. 1997). We therefore estimated local survival rates (i.e. inside YNP).

Social aggressions
Intense year-round monitoring and YNP’s open environment permitted direct observation of inter-pack aggressive interactions
(between two wolf packs or between one wolf pack and an unaffiliated individual). A conflict occurred when one wolf chased
and physically displaced another (see Cassidy 2013 for details).
We used the total number of aggressive interactions observed
each year from 1998 to 2010 as an index of social aggression.

northern yellowstone elk data
We used annual elk counts in winter (absolute and relative to
wolf numbers), proportion of calves per 100 females, and proportion of old females (>14 years old) as indices of prey availability
in the NR. Of 1800 known-age elk killed by wolves in the NR
during 1998–2010, 43% were calves and 18% were old females
(Yellowstone Wolf Project, unpublished data). The mean (SE)
age of adult female elk (≥ 2 years old) killed by wolves was
147  017 years (N = 531 kills), which is similar to previous
estimates (Wright et al. 2006). Aerial and ground surveys were
conducted annually by the Northern Yellowstone Cooperative
Wildlife Working Group to estimate elk numbers and calf:cow
ratios in the NR during winter. Aerial elk counts are minimum
estimates of actual elk numbers because they are uncorrected for
imperfect sightability (Eberhardt et al. 2007). The survey methods
are presented in Taper & Gogan (2002). Because the age distributions for females harvested during the Gardiner Late Hunt were
representative of the female elk population, we used Late Hunt
harvest data from 1998 to 2009 to calculate the proportion of old
female elk in the NR elk herd (Wright et al. 2006; Eberhardt

general model structure
We developed a multi-state CR model (Lebreton et al. 2009) to
evaluate individual, spatial and temporal variation in survival
probability. We considered four states to represent different locations [Northern Range (NR) or Interior (INT)], and status [alive
(A), just dead (D), and already dead (†)]. To avoid modelling an
additional state for dispersers, we assumed local dispersal events
(i.e. the wolf remained inside the park) were instantaneous
(wolves cannot remain dispersers for a complete year). Hence, we
did not distinguish resident and local disperser survival rates. As
dispersers were mostly yearlings and sub-adults an effect of local
dispersal on survival should appear as reduced survival for these
age classes.
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At a given sampling occasion, an individual may be in state
NR, INT, D or dead and the following observations may be
made: ‘1’ (if detected as a member of a NR pack), ‘2’ (if detected
as a member of an Interior pack), ‘3’ (if recovered dead) and ‘0’
(if not detected). We defined the initial state vector P gathering
the initial proportion of individuals in each state, the transition
matrix UW (probability of transition between states conditional
on survival in each location) and the event matrix B gathering
the detection probability P (detection probability of a collared
wolf alive inside YNP) and recovery probability r (detection
probability of a dead wolf inside YNP). Columns of the matrix
P and UW correspond, respectively, to state NR, INT, D and
dead, columns of the matrix B correspond to the observations
‘non-detected’ and ‘detected’ in state NR, INT or D, respectively,
whereas rows of the matrices UW and B correspond, respectively,
to state NR, INT, D and dead:

P ¼ ½ pNR

1  pNR

0

0 ;

2

UNR  WNR!INT
1  UNR
UNR  ð1  WNR!INT Þ
6 UINT  WINT!NR
UINT  ð1  WINT!NR Þ 1  UINT
UW ¼ 6
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

1p
61  p
6
B¼4
1r
1

p
0
0
0

0
p
0
0

3
0
07
7;
15
1

3
0
07
7:
r5
0

We compared this general model considering state-dependent
survival rates with a combination of sub-models in which survival
was set to be equal across study areas.

hypothesis testing
We performed model selection step-by-step, first investigating a
general structure for the model, then testing for the effects of
individual and environmental covariates: (i) we first tested
whether survival and detection rates were constant or varied with
time [year effect or period effect considering constant survival
until 2001 and then annual variation when competition among
wolves was apparently higher (Fig. S1, Supporting information)]
and between areas (NR and Interior), (ii) we then tested for sex
and age effects by first including 8 age classes in this model, corresponding to 1-year old, 2-year old, 3-year old, 4-year old, 5year old, 6-year old and 7-year old and older and compared with
models with alternatively grouped age classes. After identifying
the best sex- and age-structure and time-dependent parameters,
we assessed the effects of environmental covariates for describing
time variation in survival by performing an analysis of deviance
(anodev test) and calculated the proportion of variance explained
by the covariate using the R2 statistic (Grosbois et al. 2008).
Our models for NR wolf survival included wolf density in
April and December (hereafter densityApril and densityDecember
respectively), elk number (elk), proportion of calves per 100 cows
(calf:cow), proportion of old elk (oldelk), ratio of elk to wolves
(elk:wolf December) and snow water equivalent (SWE). We considered linear and quadratic effects of these variables, included
either as single or additive effects or in interaction with other
factors. On the basis of results from the time-dependent model,
we also considered a threshold effect of density, with constant

survival below 60 wolves 1000 km2 and a linear effect of density
on survival above this value. Models of Interior wolf survival
included densityApril, densityDecember, and SWE, but excluded elkrelated covariates because few elk inhabit the Interior in winter
(November to April).
Standard maximum likelihood procedures were used to obtain
parameter estimates (Lebreton et al. 1992). Models were ranked
using Akaike’s information criterion corrected for small sample
size (AICc; Sugiura 1978).

path analysis
Because wolf density and elk numbers were correlated
(r = 062; P-value < 005; Supporting information), we used
path analysis (Shipley 2002) to separate their relative effects on
survival. This multivariate regression approach allows the evaluation of direct and indirect relationships among a set of correlated
variables.
We parameterized two simple models supporting competing
hypotheses about the direct and indirect effects of food availability and wolf density on the frequency of intraspecific aggression
(identified as the main cause of mortality in the NR, see Results
section). We specifically tested whether elk numbers directly influenced social aggression (food limitation hypothesis), vs. densitydependent social aggression independent of elk numbers (densitydependent hypothesis).
Our model consisted of the structural relationships among variables and their hypothesized interdependencies. We constructed
the model by specifying a set of pathways describing how variables may affect one another both directly and indirectly (Fig. 1).
The set of constraints of conditional independence between two
variables not directly related to each other imposed by a given
model can then be tested to evaluate the fit of the model using dseparation (Shipley 2009).
Under the food limitation hypothesis (Fig. 1a), social aggression and wolf density should be independent, conditioned on prey
availability. Under the density-dependent hypothesis (Fig. 1b),
social aggression and prey availability should be independent
conditioned on wolf density. If the pattern of conditional independence predicted by the model was not observed in data, the
model was not supported and the corresponding biological
assumption was rejected (Shipley 2002). Conversely, if a model
was supported by data, values of the path coefficients, indicating
the strength and direction of the relationships among variables,
were estimated using linear regressions on log-transformed data.
If the slope of the relationship between two log-transformed variables was > 1, the relationship on the non-log scale was nonlinear. Analyses were conducted in program R (R. Development
Core Team 2013).

Results
Temporal patterns in NR elk availability and wolf numbers during the study reflect profound ecological changes
following wolf reintroduction (Fig. S1, Supporting information). Between 1998 and 2001, both elk abundance
and vulnerability (proportion of calves) were high and
wolf numbers were low, with an opposite pattern after
2001 suggestive of a more competitive environment for
wolves.
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(a)

(b) Density-dependent hypothesis

Food availability

Food availability

θ1

θ3

Wolf density

θ1
ε1

Wolf density

ε1

θ2
Social aggression

ε2

Social aggression

ε2

Fig. 1. Graphical representations of the two competing models. Model (a) assumes a direct effect of food availability on social aggression, independent of wolf density. Model (b) assumes density-dependent social aggression, independent of food availability. Food availability is indicated by elk abundance, wolf density (the number of wolves per 1000 km2 in April) and social aggression (the number of
intraspecific conflicts per year in the Northern Range). The indirect effect of food availability on social aggression is captured by the
product of h19 h2, while the direct effect of food on wolf density is captured by h1 and the direct effect of wolf density on social aggression is captured by h2. The direct effect of food availability on social aggression is captured by h3. For clarity, intercept parameters were
omitted.

temporal and spatial patterns of variation in
survival and detection rates
Among the 280 radio-collared individuals, 95 were found
dead, 79 dispersed outside of the park, 37 were still alive
at the end of the study and 69 had an unknown fate.
Overall in YNP, mean annual survival was high, at about
80%. Results showed considerable year-to-year variation
and revealed a general decline since reintroduction
(Table 1.1; Fig. 2a). Survival rates dropped after 2001,
with lowest annual survival rates recorded in 2005 and
2008 when they dropped below 07. Detection probability
was very high [098 (097; 099)] and constant during the
study (Table 1.1).
To determine whether survival differed between the NR
and the Interior, we first added an ‘area’ effect to a model
including only a time effect. These area and time models
(Models 4 and 6 in Table 1.1) did not substantially outperform the time only model (Model 5 in Table 1.1), suggesting no clear difference in survival rates between the
two areas. Next, we tested for a ‘period’ effect by distinguishing survival before and after 2001 when competition
among wolves apparently changed (Fig. S1, Supporting
information). A period 9 area model outperformed all
other models (Model 1 in Table 1.1), indicating perioddependent differences in survival between the two areas.
Until 2001, survival rates were high and relatively constant in both areas. After 2001, survival decreased in the
NR until 2006, while it remained more stable in the Interior (Fig. 2b,c). Survival rates dropped below 07 in 2004,

2005, 2008 and 2009 in the NR, while in the Interior survival was > 07 for all years except 2005.

individual variation in survival: age and sex
effects
There were no significant differences in survival rates
between yearlings (1 year old) and adults (2–6 years old)
(Table 2). Old adults (7 years old and older) had significantly reduced survival (~063), indicative of senescence.
Survival did not differ between males and females: mean
estimates with 95% CI were 079 (075–083) for females
and 080 (076–084) for males.
The best time and age-structured model included two
age classes: ‘adults’ (1–6 years) and ‘old adults’ (7 +
years old), with temporal variation (year effect) in survival
rate for the ‘adult’ age class only (Model 11 in Table 1.2).
A reduced sample size for old adults (only 74 detections
of individuals older than six over the whole study period)
might explain the absence of time variation in old wolves.
We next explored the causes of temporal variation in
adult survival in the two areas (Fig. 2b,c) after setting old
adult survival constant.

environmental drivers of adult survival in
the nr and interior
We first tested whether wolf density in April (before
reproduction) or in December (including pups of the year)
affected adult survival in each study area. For NR wolves,
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Table 1. Model selection results. For each model (Models 1–38), the number of parameters (#Par.), deviance (DEV), AICc and number
of units of AICc difference from the best model in each section (ΔAICc) are provided. In section 1, ‘time’ denotes a year effect, ‘period’
assumes constancy until 2001 and a year effect for the following years, ‘area’ defines estimates for wolves inhabiting the Northern Range
(NR) and Interior of YNP, ‘Φ’ represents survival, ‘p’ detection probability, ‘i’ denotes constancy. In section 2, ‘AD(1–2)’ denotes an
age-class grouping of 1 and 2-year-old wolves, ‘AD(1–6)’ denotes an age-class grouping of 1 to 6-year-old wolves, and ‘AD(7+)’ denotes
an age-class grouping of wolves older than 6 years of age. In section 3, ‘density’ is an effect of wolf density (number of wolves
1000 km2) in the NR or Interior in April (before reproduction) or in December (including pups of the year), ‘calf :cow’ an effect of the
ratio of the number of calves per 100 elk cows, ‘elk’ an effect of the number of elk in the NR, ‘oldelk’ the proportion of female elk >
14 years old in the NR, ‘elk:wolf’ an effect of the ratio of prey over predators calculated in the NR in April or in December, and ‘swe’
represents an effect of winter severity measured by snow water equivalent. In each section, the best model is in bold
Model structure
(1) Temporal and spatial effects
Φperiod 3 area pi
Φperiod + area pi
Φperiod pi
Φtime + area pi
Φtime pi
Φtime 9 area pi
Φa pi
Φi pi
Φtime ptime
Φi ptime
(2) Age and sex effects
AD(1–6).time; AD(7+)
AD(1–2); AD(3–6) 9 time; AD(7+)
AD(1–6); AD (7+)
[AD(1–6) + AD(7+)] 9 time
AD(1–2); AD(3–6); AD(7+)
[AD(1–2) + AD(3–6)] 9 time; AD(7+)
AD(1–6) + sex; AD (7+)
AD(1–2) 9 time; AD(3–6); AD(7+)
[AD(1–2) + AD(3–6)].time; AD(7+) 9 time
AD(1–2); AD(3–6).time; AD(7+) 9 time
AD(1–2).i; AD(3–6); AD(7+) 9 time
AD(1–2).time; AD(3–6); AD (7+) 9 time
(3) Environmental covariates
Northern Range
Interior
densityApril
i
densityApril + elk
i
elk
i
elk:wolf December
i
densityApril (threshold effect)
i
i
densityApril
time
i
i
densityDecember
oldelk
i
time
time
i
i
swe
i
i
time
i
swe
density December
i
calf:cow
i

#Par.

DEV

AICc

Δ AICc

Model

21
14
13
17
16
28
6
5
26
16

128715
130623
130927
130360
130661
128379
133432
133685
129644
132628

133015
133468
133566
133827
133920
134157
134641
134692
134998
135887

000
453
551
812
904
1142
1626
1676
1982
2872

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

18
19
7
19
8
20
8
19
30
29
18
29

126401
126901
129450
126988
129305
126873
129448
127187
125139
125440
127846
125729

130076
130782
130862
130869
130936
130961
131064
131068
131321
131410
131520
131700

000
706
787
794
860
886
988
993
1246
1335
1445
1624

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

9
10
9
9
9
9
19
9
10
30
8
9
19
9
9
9

127788
127594
128110
128478
128507
128642
126651
128768
128660
124539
129199
129035
127086
129161
129168
129196

129607
129618
129930
130298
130326
130462
130534
130587
130683
130743
130814
130854
130969
130980
130986
131016

000
011
323
691
719
854
927
980
1076
1136
1207
1247
1362
1373
1379
1409

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

the best model included a linear effect of density in April
on adult survival (Model 23 in Table 1.3) that revealed
density dependence (Fig. 3). Variation in wolf density
explained about 55% of year-to-year variation in adult
survival rates (anodev test: F1,10 = 12,42; P-value =
0005). A threshold effect of density on survival, with
reduced survival expected only above 60 wolves per
1000 km2, was also considered but it received less support
(Model 27 in Table 1.3). Wolf density in December had

no significant effect on adult survival (Model 37 in
Table 1.3; anodev test: F1,10 = 012; P-value = 073),
suggesting that the number of mature wolves in the population (>11 month old) was the most important aspect of
density affecting adult survival.
In contrast, we found no evidence of density dependence among Interior wolves (Model 28 in Table 1.3; anodev test: F1,10 = 358; P-value > 005). Adult survival rates
appeared more stable in the Interior than in the NR, as a
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(a) 1·0

Survival

0·9
0·8
0·7
0·6
0·5
0·4
0·3

All (> 8 month−old)
Adults (1 to 6 year−old)

1998

2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

2006

2008

2006

2008

Years
(b) 1·0

Survival

0·9
0·8
0·7
0·6
0·5
0·4
0·3

All (> 8 month−old)
Adults (1 to 6 year−old)

1998

2000

2002

2004

Years
(c) 1·0

Fig. 2. Annual survival rates from 1998
to 2009 for all radio-collared individuals
(plain line, mean with 95% confidence
intervals are provided) and adults only
(dotted line, dots represent mean estimate)
across Yellowstone National Park (a),
in the Northern Range (b) and in the
Interior (c).

Survival

0·9
0·8
0·7
0·6
0·5
0·4
0·3

All (> 8 month−old)
Adults (1 to 6 year−old)

1998

2002

2004

Years

Table 2. Age-specific annual survival rates in Yellowstone wolves,
1998–2010. Estimates are obtained from a model considering agedependent survival rates and constant detection probability
Parameter

Mean estimates with 95% CI

Yearling
Adult age 2
Adult age 3
Adult age 4
Adult age 5
Adult age 6
Old adults age 7+

079
076
079
080
078
085
063

[072;
[069;
[071;
[070;
[066;
[071;
[052;

2000

084]
083]
086]
088]
087]
092]
074]

model with constant survival over the whole period fitted
the data better than did a model with annual changes in
survival rates (Models 33 and 35 in Table 1.3).
Although a model of NR wolf survival including only
an effect of elk numbers (elk) was not the best-supported
model (Model 25 in Table 1.3; DAICc = 323), variation
in elk numbers explained about 43% of variance in adult
survival rates in the NR (anodev test: F1,10 = 746; Pvalue = 002). In contrast, indices of prey vulnerability
(represented by calf:cow and proportion of old elk), ratio

of elk to wolves (elk:wolfDecember) and winter severity
(SWE) did not affect adult survival rates (Models 26, 31,
34, 36 and 38 in Table 1.3). In addition, when included as
additive effects in models that also included density, or in
interactions with wolf density or elk abundance, these
variables did not explain additional variation in survival
(results not shown). After controlling for the effect of
wolf density, variation in elk numbers (Model 24 in
Table 1.3) did not improve model fit in terms of AICc
and did not explain significant additional deviance compared to a model with wolf density only, suggesting that
elk numbers did not have an additional effect on survival
unrelated to density.

proximate causes of mortality
Among 155 individuals found dead in YNP, intraspecific
aggression was the most frequent cause of mortality
(~37%) followed by unknown natural causes (~27%).
Less than 5% of deaths were from malnutrition (Table 3).
The proportion of deaths due to intraspecific aggression
was high in the NR (~41%), and the number of wolfcaused mortalities increased with wolf density (r = 074;
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inter-annual variation was uncorrelated with wolf density
(r = 020; P-value = 053).

1·0

0·9

relationships between wolf density, elk
abundance and social aggression in the nr

Adult survival

0·8

0·7

0·6

0·5

0·4

30

40

50

60

70

80

Density (wolves per 1000 km2)
Fig. 3. Annual survival rates of adult wolves in the Northern
Range as a function of wolf density in April. The intercept and
slope were obtained from a model in which adult survival was
modelled as a function of wolf density in April (Model 23), the
zone filled with grey represent 95% confidence. Points represent
mean survival estimates obtained from a model in which survival
was time-dependent (Model 29).

Table 3. Cause-specific mortality of 155 wolves found dead inside
the park between 1998 and 2010. The main cause of mortality in
each area is in bold
Northern
Range

Interior

YNP

No.

No.

No.

Human-caused mortality
Control action
1
Vehicle collision
4
Other
2
(anthropogenic)
Natural mortality
Disease
4
Interspecific
8
Intraspecific
43
Malnutrition
4
Other (natural)
1
Unknown (natural)
29
Unknown mortality
Unknown
9
Total
105

%

%

%

095
381
190

1
9
0

201
1800
0

2
13
2

129
839
129

381
762
4095
381
095
2762

0
4
15
1
3
12

0
800
3000
200
600
2400

4
12
58
5
4
41

258
774
3742
323
258
2645

857
100

5
50

1000
100

14
155

903
100

P-value = 0004, Fig. S2a, Supporting information). In
addition, the number of intraspecific aggressive interactions was strongly positively correlated with the number
of wolf-caused mortality events recorded in the NR each
year (r = 070, P-value = 0009, Fig. S2b, Supporting
information). These results suggest that intraspecific
aggression was the proximate cause of density-dependent
survival in the NR. In contrast, the proportion of wolfcaused mortalities was lower in the Interior (~30%) and

We used elk abundance as a proxy for food availability in
the path analysis, wolf density in April, and the number
of intraspecific conflicts as an index of social aggression
in the NR (Appendix S2, Supporting information).
Between 1998 and 2010, 321 cases of intraspecific aggression were observed in the NR. The model hypothesizing a
direct effect of prey availability on social aggression (food
limitation hypothesis; Fig. 1a) was not supported by the
data (P-value = 001). We consequently rejected the
hypothesis that social aggression increased in response to
decreasing elk numbers independently of wolf density.
In contrast, the model hypothesizing a direct effect of
wolf density on social aggression and an indirect effect of
food availability via its effect on wolf density (density
dependence hypothesis; Fig. 1b) was well supported by
the data (P-value = 053). Estimates of the path coefficients confirmed that wolf density was not limited by elk
numbers in the NR (h1 = - 040 < 0, SD = 027), and that
social
aggression
increased
with
wolf
density
(h2 = 177 > 1, SD = 053, Fig. 4a). The average value
estimated for h2 was >1, suggesting that the rate of
aggression per wolf increased with wolf density. However,
the non-linearity was not statistically significant [95% CI
for h2: (061–293)], possibly due to a small sample size.
As conflicts usually occur between packs rather than individuals, we accounted for the number of packs in the
population to quantify changes in the rate of aggression
per pack (calculated as the number of intraspecific aggressions/number of packs) as wolf density increased. We first
verified that the rate of aggression per pack was not
correlated with the number of packs (r = 017,
P-value = 056), which ensured that the effect of wolf density on the rate of aggression per pack did not reflect the
correlation existing between wolf density and the number
of packs (r = 067, P-value = 001). The rate of aggression
per pack markedly increased with wolf density (Fig. 4b),
supporting a density-dependent increase in the rate of
intraspecific aggression.
In addition, when considering a model with an additive
effect of wolf density and elk abundance on the number
of conflicts (log(aggression) = b1 9 log(densityApril) + b2
9 log(elk)), only the effect of wolf density was significant
(b1 = 140, SD = 053, P-value < 002; b2 = 086,
SD = 053, P-value = 013). Together, these results indicate a density-dependent increase in social aggression,
independent of food availability.

Discussion
Intraspecific killing occurs in many taxa, including
insects, birds, fish and mammals (Polis 1981), and is a
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(a)

(b) 10

Aggression rate per pack

50

Fig. 4. Number of intraspecific aggressive
interactions as a function of wolf density
in April, obtained from the path analysis
(a), and rate of aggression per pack calculated as the ratio of the number of intraspecific aggressions over the number of
packs as a function of wolf density in
April (b) in the Northern Range from
1995 to 2010. Points are observed values
and dashed lines are predictions from the
corresponding log-linear model.
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density-dependent regulator of population size in some
fish and invertebrate species (e.g. walleye, Forney 1974;
desert scorpions, Polis 1980). In large carnivores, however, the scarcity of long-term demographic data has limited attempts to address its consequence for population
dynamics (but see Pusey & Packer 2008). In wolves, intraspecific killing is a known cause of mortality, but was previously thought to have little influence on population
dynamics because it occurs infrequently in most populations, and is not necessarily density-dependent (e.g. Mech
& Boitani 2003; Adams et al. 2008).
Our results indicate that in the prey-rich NR of YNP,
intraspecific aggression regulated adult wolf survival in a
density-dependent manner, independently of prey availability. The effect of density explained ~55% of temporal
variation in adult survival rates during the study, and was
best captured by an effect of wolf density in April (before
young of the year are born) rather than in December
(including 8-month-old pups), which is consistent with
pups being less influential than adults in inter-pack conflicts (Cassidy 2013). In contrast, neither the ratio of elk
to wolves nor the relative abundance of vulnerable elk
(calves, old females) affected survival. Models considering
additive and interaction effects of these three variables
were also considered (results not shown) but received less
support than a model with a single effect of elk abundance. Although the effect of elk abundance on adult survival was statistically significant, it received less support
in terms of AICc than a model including only wolf density, and explained a lower proportion of the deviance.
Winter severity (SWE), previously shown to affect wolves
via its impact on the amount of vulnerable prey available
(Post et al. 1999; Vucetich & Peterson 2004), did not
affect survival either. These results suggest that prey availability had little, if any, direct influence on adult wolf survival in the NR during our study period.
Effects of winter severity and prey availability may not
be perfectly captured by the indices used in our analyses.
In particular, elk counts were uncorrected for sightability.
We are confident that the decline in elk numbers is real

20

40

60

80

100

Density (wolves per 1000 km2)

given documented decreases in adult (Evans et al. 2006)
and juvenile survival (Barber-Meyer, Mech & White 2008),
climate, hunting and predation (Vucetich, Smith & Stahler
2005). A study of elk habitat use in northern Yellowstone
also revealed that ‘compared to the pre-wolf period, elk
selected for more open habitats after wolf reintroduction’
apparently because they ‘rely on other behavioural antipredator strategies, such as grouping, in winter’ (Mao
et al. 2005), which is when elk are counted. Together,
these results suggest that the observed decline in elk numbers is not due to decreased sightability of elk since wolf
reintroduction. We also acknowledge that other factors
not included in this analysis potentially influenced wolf
survival. Disease could be an additional driver of adult
survival in YNP, acting either additively or in interaction
with the effect of density, via potential effects on energetics and nutritional health of infected individuals (Almberg
et al. 2010, 2012). Current work is exploring the effects of
infection by canine distemper and sarcoptic mange, which
were not included in this analysis. In the NR, three canine
distemper outbreaks likely affected the population growth
rate by reducing pup survival (Almberg et al. 2012; Stahler
et al. 2013), but seemed to have less impact on adult
survival as <3% of death events were attributed to disease
during our study.
Several other lines of evidence suggest that competition
for food was not the primary mechanism generating density-dependent survival rates in the NR. First, food was
superabundant: the average (SE) annual elk density in
the NR during the study (93  086 elk km2) was 111 to
>100 times greater than prey densities in 25 other North
American wolf-prey systems (including deer, moose, caribou, sheep, goat and multi-prey systems; Fuller, Mech &
Cochrane 2003). Despite decreasing elk numbers, elk to
wolf ratios remained high compared to other wolf-prey
systems, with 161 elk per wolf on average (range = 67–
415 elk:wolf). Second, results of the path analysis indicated that prey availability had little influence on the
occurrence of intraspecific aggression, which was the primary cause of mortality. The path model describing an
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effect of elk abundance on intraspecific aggression was
not supported by the data, confirming that the effect of
elk abundance on survival was likely an artefact of the
correlation between elk abundance and wolf density.
Finally, survival rates decreased after 2001, when all suitable territories were occupied on the NR (Smith, Peterson
& Houston 2003). While wolf territory size decreases with
increasing ungulate density (Fuller, Mech & Cochrane
2003), a lower limit has been shown to exist, suggesting a
minimum exclusive territory size required for successful
reproduction (Jez drzejewski et al. 2007). In the NR, wolves
even shifted their territories away from the best hunting
grounds as the degree of overlap between pack territories
increased with wolf density (Kauffman et al. 2007).
Together, these results suggest that space rather than food
was the limiting resource for NR wolves. Increased levels
of intraspecific killing due to competition for space is
likely the primary cause of density-dependent survival in
NR wolves, as previously observed in territorial species
including mice, scorpions, damselfly and pike (Fox 1975;
Polis 1981 and references therein). Hence, whereas several
authors have concluded that the only natural limits to
wolf density are those ultimately imposed by food (Keith
1983; Fuller, Mech & Cochrane 2003), our findings provide empirical support for the hypothesis that intrinsic
density-dependent mechanisms might regulate wolf populations at high ungulate densities (Pimlott 1967, 1970;
Cariappa et al. 2011).
Our results suggest that intraspecific aggression can be
an important mechanism of population regulation in territorial carnivores, although it has received little attention
compared to other regulatory mechanisms including social
dominance, food availability, dispersal and inhibitive
breeding of subordinates (Fuller, Mech & Cochrane 2003).
Variation in adult survival rates in the NR was substantial
for a non-hunted population (055–092), and likely to
affect the population growth rate, as population decline is
expected when natural mortality rates are >30% (Fuller
1989). Adult survival was predicted to drop below 07
above 65 wolves 1000 km2, a finding that is consistent with
Cariappa et al.’s (2011) results suggesting that densitydependent regulatory mechanisms impose an upper limit of
69 wolves 1000 km2, although further work is needed to
quantify the contribution of variation in survival rates to
population growth. A hypothesis put forward by Polis
(1981) is that intraspecific killing might be a mechanism
that reduces population size before acute resource shortage
causes severe physiological stress. Since mortality is direct
and immediate, intraspecific aggression has a strong potential to limit population growth rate, and could facilitate a
rapid numerical response if the decline of the northern Yellowstone elk herd continues. In contrast to other natural
causes of mortality (e.g. starvation and disease) which primarily affect younger individuals, older adults (often
breeders) are more aggressive during inter-pack conflicts,
and therefore put themselves at higher risk (Cassidy 2013).
In this study, age-specific survival rates declined after age

6, consistent with previous findings for this population
(MacNulty et al. 2009), but with no age effect for younger
wolves (1–6 years). This pattern could result from higher
mortality risk during interpack conflicts for older individuals, that are often dominant, or lower survival of dispersing
and young wolves may only occur in harvested wolf populations (Pletscher et al. 1997). As breeder loss can induce
pack dissolution, competitive disadvantage, breeding failure and reduced survival of other pack members (Brainerd
et al. 2008; Cassidy 2013), such effects are likely to be less
compensatory than starvation or disease-induced mortality. Moreover, smaller packs have reduced hunting success
of elk (MacNulty et al. 2012) and members of smaller
packs (<5 individuals) experience an increased risk of mortality during inter-pack conflicts (Smith et al. 2010; Cassidy 2013). We therefore expect the effect of density on
individual survival to weaken as an individual’s pack size
increases, and even more so with decreasing prey availability. This could ultimately reduce the prevalence, tenure,
and success of smaller packs. In the long term, decreasing
prey availability could also lead to decreased pup survival
(Fuller, Mech & Cochrane 2003) and increased dispersal
rates of yearlings (Hayes & Harestad 2000); ultimately
reducing wolf density and thereby decreasing the strength
of density dependence mechanisms acting on survival.
Comparatively low wolf densities might explain the lack
of density-dependent survival rates in other systems.
Indeed, winter wolf densities reported in the literature
rarely exceeded 40 wolves 1000 km2, whereas it averaged
65 wolves 1000 km2 in the NR, peaking at 98 wolves
1000 km2, which is the highest density ever reported for a
North American wolf population (Fuller, Mech & Cochrane 2003). For some populations, high harvest rates can
potentially suppress wolf numbers below levels determined
by food availability (Ballard, Whitman & Gardner 1987),
thus decreasing the strength of density dependence. However, wolf survival may remain density-independent even
when moderate anthropogenic mortality does not limit
wolf numbers (Adams et al. 2008; Murray et al. 2010). As
wolves can target a large variety of prey species cross
their geographical distribution (Fuller, Mech & Cochrane
2003), differences in prey availability and usage might also
explain differences between the NR and other systems. In
the Interior of YNP, wolf survival was density-independent and intraspecific killing was less frequent than in the
NR (30% vs. 41%) despite no human-caused mortality
and reduced availability of a preferred prey species (elk,
Smith et al. 2004; Metz et al. 2012). These results suggest
that different mechanisms could govern wolf population
dynamics under different environmental conditions (Cariappa et al. 2011). When food is limiting, variation in population growth rate should be driven to a greater extent
by year-to-year variation in recruitment (including pup
survival and dispersal rates), than by variation in adult
survival (Gaillard & Yoccoz 2003; Patterson & Murray
2008). These predictions are largely supported by empirical evidence from North American populations showing
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that annual variation in population growth rate was
mainly explained by decreased pup survival during winter
and increased dispersal rates in response to a decrease in
food availability, while survival rates (aside from anthropogenic mortality) showed little variation and appeared
density-independent (Fuller 1989; Bergerud & Elliott
1998; Hayes & Harestad 2000; Fuller, Mech & Cochrane
2003; Adams et al. 2008). Hence, reduced recruitment
rates could maintain low wolf densities in populations
subsisting on low density prey, while density-dependent
survival rates may only occur when prey density is high
and human-caused mortality is low as in the NR.
Wolves living primarily in YNP that occasionally leave
the park now face increased risk of human mortality due
to hunting adjacent to the park. Under density-dependent
conditions, theory predicts that populations should compensate for low to moderate levels of anthropogenic mortality through decreases in natural mortality and/or
increases in recruitment to buffer effects on population
growth rate (e.g. Lebreton 2005). The debate about the
compensatory nature of anthropogenic mortality is ongoing, with some studies suggesting fully to partly compensatory effects (Murray et al. 2010), and others suggesting
additive or even super-additive effects (Creel & Rotella
2010). If compensation can occur, empirical evidence suggests that dispersal is likely the primary mechanism
through which wolves can compensate for human exploitation, whereas responses in natural mortality seem to
have little or no role in offsetting harvests (Bergerud &
Elliott 1998; Hayes & Harestad 2000; Adams et al. 2008;
Gude et al. 2012). However, little is known about changes
in natural mortality in response to anthropogenic mortality within the same population. Our finding of densitydependent survival rates in the NR offers one of the necessary conditions for compensation through decreased
natural mortality, but the potential for compensation will
mainly depend on the rate and selectivity of these two
sources of mortality, which still have to be investigated.
For example, depending on the age and status (breeder or
non-breeder, resident or disperser) of individuals dying
from intraspecific killing and anthropogenic causes, both
sources of mortality could be compensatory or not (Lebreton 2005). Moreover, harvesting can have additional
effects on population dynamics by destabilizing social
structure (Brainerd et al. 2008). Given the importance of
this issue from a conservation and management point
of view, future work should aim to assess the potential of
anthropogenic and natural sources of mortality to interact, by monitoring changes in age-specific vital rates, pack
composition and the dynamics of inter-pack conflicts in
response to increased risk of anthropogenic mortality due
to hunting adjacent to the park.
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